


where before the requirement was simply to contribute to these matters. Destruction of
the green belt sites identified in the Local Plan cannot possibly result in any
protection, enhancement or improvement in biodiversity, let alone contribute to it.

4) Chapter 5: Delivering a Sufficient Supply of Homes

Paragraph 73, as well as ensuring that appropriate tools such as masterplans and design
guides or codes are used to secure a variety of well-designed and beautiful homes to meet
the needs of different groups in the community. The development of the green belt sites,
will not meet the needs of different groups in THIS community, as it will benefit and
attract those from outside the Borough. Councillor Thornton has confirmed the
projected need for Social Housing during the progression of the plan period will rise
to around 2,000 as the period ends. This is not a Sound Plan when Social Housing
which has been neglected during the" 20 year formulation" of this plan and seems
likely to continue.                                                                                                    

5)Chapter 11: Making Effective Use of Land

An insertion has been made to paragraph 125 (previously 123) which relates to achieving
appropriate densities at a development. The new text states that “area-based character
assessments, design guides and codes and masterplans can be used to help ensure that
land is used efficiently while also creating beautiful and sustainable places”. The existing
green belt sites are beautiful, natural environment and replacement of this with brick
built structures will NOT create a “beautiful and sustainable place”.
Furthermore "The current 11a paragraph states that plans should “positively seek
opportunities to meet the development needs of their area and be sufficiently flexible to
adapt to rapid change”. The longer, revised paragraph 11a states that plans should
“promote a sustainable pattern of development” as well as aim to “improve the
environment” and “mitigate climate change …. and adapt to its effects”."It does not
mitigate Climate Change.

6)Chapter 12: Achieving Well-designed Places

Paragraph 131, which sets out that important contribution trees make to the character and
quality of urban environments, requires that planning policies and decisions should ensure
that new streets are tree-lined and that opportunities are taken to incorporate trees
elsewhere in developments. It also sets out a requirement that appropriate measures are in
place to secure the long-term maintenance of newly planted trees and existing trees are
retained wherever possible. Development of the green belt sites will necessitate the
destruction of hundreds of existing trees which is totally against the new NPPF and
renders the inclusion of these sites in the Local Plan, unsound.

7)Chapter 14: Meeting the Challenge of Climate Change, Flooding and Coastal
Change

Edits in this chapter focus on making sure plans take into account all sources of flood risk.
It is also encouraged to use opportunities provided by improvements in green
infrastructure, and to make as much use as possible of natural flood management
techniques. Development should be appropriately flood resistant and resilient “such that,
in the event of a flood, it could be quickly brought back into use without significant
refurbishment (paragraph 166b)”. Many of the green belt development sites have
potential to have issues with flooding and will not be flood resistant and resiliant

Although we are unable to comment further on existing submission. As a footnote my area



is Daws Heath and a particular site Oak Tree Farm access via Central Avenue the
Agent/Developer has sent a totally unrealistic picture of 1 vehicle in the road which is very
deceitful. The road is a single lane with on street parking continually blocking through
traffic to current estates.  
  

Thank-you for the opportunity to comment further.
 Regards

Gary Willis




